ROBESPIERRE
fact that over a million men were in the army and
industry was greatly stimulated by the demands of the
War Office, the workmen would have been in a position
to keep forcing up the wage scale, thus playing havoc
with the legal scale of prices. Wages were fixed at the
1790 level, plus not one-third, but one-half. The
standard of living of the working classes was, therefore,
officially set at about 15 per cent above what it had been
three years before.
As time went on, the workmen, realizing that but
for the legal standard of wages they would be able to
get more (although failing to realize that prices would
immediately rise in proportion), became dissatisfied.
There were labour disturbances, in which the munici-
pality was forced to take the side of the employers, who
were paying the legal scale. In one case at least the
Le Chapelier Law, forbidding labour combines, was
invoked. Thus, owing to the necessity of balancing
himself between two classes when no longer merely a
class but a national leader, Robespierre injured himself
somewhat with his staunchest supporters. Mathiez is
of the opinion that his fall must be largely attributed
to this circumstance. The author, however, can find
no evidence that the workmen actually deserted him.
Mathiez himself admits that on the 9th of Thermidor
nearly all the sections of Paris sent contingents to the
City Hall. While angry with the Commune, the work-
men responded, nevertheless, when they realized that
Robespierre was in danger.
Yet, Heberfs victory was, properly speaking, not a
victory at all. What Hebert had principally wanted was
power, and Robespierre, by yielding on the Maximum,
foiled his ambition. Hebert, who had hoped to become
Minister of the Interior, failed to get the appointment,
and the Committee of Public Safety, far from abdicat-
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